Injuries to an Unborn Child—When Is An Unborn Child Considered a Person In Legal Terminology?

It appears from numerous decisions over centuries that an infant *en ventre sa mere* has, for certain purposes, been considered a person.\(^1\) The common law finally came to recognize, on the grounds of public policy that an infant conceived but not yet born was a person, and that certain willful acts, on the part of those external to it, which in any way caused the death of that infant, were criminal, and the actors could be indicted for murder.\(^2\) Similarly if a willful abortion of that infant were brought about, all those concerned therein would be criminally liable.\(^3\) This common law rule grew up as a matter of public interest in the propagation of the race.

There was a time when the unborn child was not regarded as a person, and any willful harm directed against it, was harm to no one. But, gradually, as time went on, medical science made evident certain cogent facts relating to conception, gestation, and birth of infants, that the common law could no longer close its eyes to the existence of such infants. The common law recognized such unborn infant's rights under rules governing parent and child, support, inheritance, testamentary disposition of property,\(^4\) etc. However, the bulk of property law is
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now more clearly set forth by statutes both in England and America.\(^5\) Some of these statutes are a crystallization or declaration of the common law, while a great number of them are derogatory thereof. Particularly of the latter class, are the decedents estate laws.\(^6\)

The courts in their interpretation and construction of these statutes, have not been in harmonious accord with one another, but on the whole certain property rights of an infant *en ventre sa mere* have been conceded. By the weight of authority, such child may be vouched for in a recovery though it is for the purpose of making him answer over in value. The child may be an executor, take a devise, take under the statute of distribution, be entitled under a charge for raising portions, have an injunction, or a guardian.\(^7\)

Lord Campbell’s act gave a cause of action to the personal representatives: wife, parents, children, next of kin, etc., of the deceased for his wrongful death.\(^8\) The cause of action arose by force of law and attached to persons filling the description even though at the time of such death, they were conceived but not yet born. This was the first statute which gave a right of action in favor of an unborn child in tort law. The admiralty courts\(^9\) have applied the statute to produce results similar to those of the law courts.\(^10\) Many cases have arisen where the courts have been called upon to determine civil liability against a wrongdoer or tort-feasor for pre-natal injuries to an unborn
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child. Only in two cases of record in the United States, in absence of a specific statute, has the court allowed an after born child to recover against the tort-feasor for pre-natal injuries sustained by it.

The rest of the courts have denied that the cause of action exists on one ground or another. Some have denied it on the ground that no privity of contract of carriage existed between the injured child and the carrier tort-feasor; while others have held that the child had no legal existence but was a part of the mother and that the mother could recover, for those injuries sustained, in her name if not to remote.


In *Dietrich v. Northampton* (1884)\(^{16}\) the court refused recovery on the basis that the child was unborn, and as such had no relation to the defect in the highway. The court had allowed the mother a recovery which could have included damages for injuries to the child. In *Nugent v. Brooklyn Heights R.R. Co.*,\(^{17}\) the court said, "... and the merger of the unborn's individuality in her own, would seem justly to be limited by her ability to recover full compensation for the injury done both to her and to him." The great majority of the courts have held that under the existing rules of the common law no right of action existed in favor of a child for pre-natal injuries;\(^{18}\) that for such an action to be given was not within the judicial power of the courts,\(^{19}\) but clearly a legislative function. Indeed, one jurisdiction\(^{20}\) has such a statute and a recovery has been allowed thereunder.\(^{21}\) The California statute draws a distinction as to when the unborn child's right attaches, and that time is when the child is viable. Of late years, the question of such unborn child's viability has occupied the attention of the courts.\(^{22}\) The medical profession has cast considerable light upon this phase of the subject. It is not disputed by the courts, that today a viable child may often be removed from its mother and continue to live and grow just like any other normal child, months before said child would have been born under natural laws. That this fact should be considered a "legal fiction,"\(^{23}\) is beyond reconciliation with the normal processes of
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human thinking.

The case of *Smith v. Luckhardt* is in point. In that case the facts were: Plaintiff's mother was diagnosed by defendants (doctors) as having a tumor of the abdomen, and was given X-ray treatments for several months. Later the mother gave birth to that tumor which proved to be the plaintiff. The X-rays had devastating effect upon the foetus during gestation, so much so that plaintiff died at the age of thirteen without attaining the mentality of a two-year-old child. The court held no cause of action in favor of an unborn injured child. Here, justice grossly miscarried because the court adhered to the common law rule.

In many instances, the courts have not had the courage to face the issue squarely, despite strong dissenting opinions, although recognizing with the fullest understanding the injustice of the law as it stood and recognizing that a certain residuum of injury would go uncompensated, even where the right to recover was limited to the mother on the basis that the injury to the child was an injury to herself. On such a bare common law technicality the tort-feasor escaped liability.

The crux of the problem presented is: in the light of the present day medical progress, should common law decisions based upon early misconceived and vague hypotheses of obstetric science govern modern people in their ways of life embracing living, transportation, employment, etc., or should a courageous judge follow the example so often followed in other instances, by refusing to be bound by archaic early decisions of the courts, and thus further shape the common law to fit in with modern trends. It has been said that to give such a cause of action would open up new avenues to fraud, because the allegations are hardly rebuttable. The courts are the judges of what constitutes sufficient evidence to warrant a recovery as a matter of law; and it
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is up to the courts to see that justice is done when that evidence is
clearly brought out in preponderance. The recent case of Stemmer v.
Kline, decided in Dec., 1940, allows a recovery to the after born child
for pre-natal injuries. The facts are analogous to those of Smith v.
Luckhardt (infra). The New Jersey court approaches the question of
liability on the theory of an assault and battery upon the infant while
en ventre sa mere. The court held that the physician was chargeable
with knowledge that the child could be where it was. The right of
action in its favor materializes upon the birth of that child. The court,
in its courage, held that since assault and battery are punishable crimi-
nally, because it is for the public interest to do so, a fortiori, they give
rise to a cause of action in tort in favor of the after born child, because
such action is for the child's interest. In the case of Scott v. McPheeters
the court said: "We are not impressed with the reasoning that a
clear remedy for an injustice should be denied, because the wrong is
not readily susceptible of proof. Law is progressive and should lend
its aid to secure justice rather than to block it." In Katz v. Walkin-
shaw the court said: "Precedents are valuable so long as they don't
obstruct justice or destroy progress."

Regardless of existing notions, there should be a point reached as to
when the right of action, in favor of an unborn child for torts to the
person, should attach. Throughout the cases that thought has mani-
fested itself strongly. There should be a fair line of demarcation
during the period of gestation at which the law can regard such unborn
child as possessing legal identity as a basic starting point for the opera-
tion of tort law. The courts cannot longer continue to deal with a
"legal fiction," when that legal fiction appears in fact, and bears the
result of a pre-natal tort.

The court in Wallis v. Hodson per Lord Hardwicke said: "The
principal reason I go on in the question is that the plaintiff was en
ventre sa mere at the time of her father's death, and consequently a
person in rerum natura, so that, by the rules of common law and civil
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law, she was to all intents and purposes a child as much as if born in the father’s lifetime.” What rules of common law?\textsuperscript{32} It must be understood, by rules of common law is meant, not a body of law based upon a civil code promulgated by a law-making body; but a body of law evolved over centuries by the precedents of decisions made by the law enforcing body itself, in lieu of any written code or statutory law. The next question which a \textit{fortiori} presents itself is, what gives a single decision, upon a case of novel impression, in absence of statute, the force of common law? The answer is the doctrine of “Stare Decisis.”\textsuperscript{33} The books, however, are filled with instances, where the succeeding courts have refused to consider the doctrine as sacrosanct, and have refused to be bound by a long chain of decisions, where it appeared that the controlling earlier decisions have been founded upon an erroneous belief or upon circumstances which no longer obtained in the life and social customs of later times.\textsuperscript{34} It should follow, that the courts are in a better position to determine when a precedent based upon common law, is no longer applicable to the society to which it is sought to apply, and hence should be forceful enough to say so, and thus change the rule, rather than continue to indulge in legal fictions, and wait for legislatures to pass laws, which in turn will be attacked by the court itself, on the ground of construction. When a court by decision says that certain aggregations mean thus and so, it stands thus without further question.\textsuperscript{35}

Upon the topic under consideration, the courts could very well take the initiative by reversing themselves without encroaching seriously upon the legislative branch of the government. It is submitted that the ends of justice would be adequately served if the foetus, up to the time when it becomes viable, be considered as a part of the mother and any injury to it, be held to be an injury to her; and from the time viability is established, the child should be considered in \textit{esse} and a legal personality regardless of sex. If we examine the common law

\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Cooley, Torts}, pages 13-15.
\textsuperscript{32} “Stare Decisis—To stand by decided cases; to uphold precedents; to maintain former adjudications.” 1 \textit{Kent, Comm.} 477.
rule, it would be seen to lead to absurdities. For example, suppose the injured child dies some time after birth? Under the common law rule that the unborn child is a part of the mother, can it be said that a part of the mother has died (like a limb that is amputated) when in fact she is whole in all respects? Or, as in the case of *Kine v. Zuckerman*, the child was born with one hand as a result of pre-natal injuries, can the mother allege that she has lost a hand, when by all the senses of mankind she in fact possess both hands? If the courts of law are willing to indulge in such absurdities to reach a just result, no one should seriously complain. The suggestion is that the courts should adopt one or the other courses of procedure, instead of buck-passing and allowing a wrongdoer to escape liability while a remedy at law, which might be adequate, is denied to the innocent victim.
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**Labor Law—Closed Shop Agreements In New Jersey**

That the judicial process is primarily a function of the economic relationships obtaining in society, and that to a lesser degree the judicial process influences the development and evolution of these same economic relationships are perhaps best illustrated by an analysis of the judicial attitude toward the labor union and its various activities. It is here proposed to examine that attitude toward the "closed shop" in New Jersey courts.

The term, though occurring frequently in the law reports has not been adequately defined, and even in labor history has had various